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Abstract
We present and analyze a reactive location service
(RLS) for mobile ad hoc networks. RLS provides
a mobile node in a wireless ad-hoc network with
the means to inquire the current geographical po-
sition of another node on-demand and can be used
as a building block for location-based routing. We
provide a comparison of RLS to an ideal omni-
scient location service as well as to the complex
Grid Location Service (GLS). In addition, we com-
pare the performance of greedy location-based rout-
ing in combination with RLS to the performance
of a non-location-based ad hoc routing approach,
namely Dynamic Source Routing (DSR). DSR was
chosen for the comparison since RLS can be consid-
ered an adaptation of DSR’s route discovery mech-
anisms to the location-based domain. We also intro-
duce and study possible optimizations for RLS, in
particular caching, random re-broadcast jitter, and
re-broadcast suppression. The quantitative results of
our NS-2 simulation study show a very good perfor-
mance of RLS combined with greedy routing, out-
performing GLS and DSR for scenarios with high
mobility and high node density.
1 Introduction
Location-based ad hoc routing protocols [11] repre-
sent a promising approach to enable multi-hop com-
munications in highly mobile wireless ad-hoc net-
works of location-aware nodes [8]. One key appli-
cation area for location-based routing lies in the field
of inter-vehicle communications where location-
awareness of the nodes will become standard within
the next few years [6]. In location-based routing,
forwarding decisions are based on the location of
the forwarding node in relation to the locations of
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the source and destination nodes. A greedy for-
warding strategy, for example, will give a packet to
the neighbor that shows the largest progress towards
the destination. In contrast to purely topological
ad hoc routing approaches, i.e. approaches that do
not make use of location information, no route set-
up or route maintenance is needed with a location-
based scheme since packets are forwarded ‘on the
fly’. However, the challenge of location-based ad
hoc routing lies in learning the current geographic
location of a desired communication partner. In this
paper we put forward a reactive location service
(RLS) that allows a mobile node in an ad hoc net-
work to inquire the geographic position of another
node in an on-demand fashion. We present NS-2
simulation results that show that RLS is a simple,
yet efficient and effective location service for mo-
bile ad hoc networks.
In previous work, research interest was either not
focusing on the location service itself and therefore
an omniscient location service was used for its sim-
plicity, as in [8], or location services with a strong
‘proactive’ component, as in [5, 1], were proposed.
We say that a location service has a strong proactive
component when location information is distributed
and managed even when there is no node in the
network requesting this information at that point in
time. In contrast, a reactive location service only re-
trieves location information ‘on-demand’.I The ob-
jective of the work described in this paper was to
devise and study a purely reactive approach. The re-
active location service we propose and analyze rep-
resents an adaptation of the Dynamic Source Rout-
ing (DSR) [7] route discovery mechanism to the do-
main of location-based routing approaches. Since
DSR’s route discovery and, therefore, RLS’ loca-
tion request are based on flooding principles, the
well-known ‘broadcast-storm’ problem [2] has to
be addressed. We make use of strategies outlined
in [4] to deal with this problem. In order to show
IAs outlined in [11], classification of location services into
‘proactive’ and ‘reactive’ is too coarse-grained since most pro-
posals combine the two aspects. However, for the work described
in this paper the classification is sufficient.
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RLS’s efficiency and effectiveness, we compare it
with an omniscient location service (OLS) as well
as the Grid Location Service (GLS) [1, 9, 10] that
represents an approach with a strong proactive com-
ponent. In addition, we compare the combination
of greedy location-based forwarding and RLS with
DSR. An in-depth analysis based on NS-2 simula-
tions that evaluate the impact of node mobility and
density is presented.
The remainder of this work is organized as fol-
lows: In Section 2, the RLS algorithms are pre-
sented. Simulation set-up and results are explained
in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 summarized our
findings and the paper is concluded with an outlook
on future work in Section 5.
2 Reactive Location Service
2.1 Baseline algorithm
When a node wants to communicate with a another
node using position-based routing, it needs to add
the geographical position of the destination node to
the headers of all packets sent to this destination.
The routing scheme then forwards these packets to
the given position, which – in an ideal case – would
be the present location of the destination node at the
time of the packets arrival. In a real world situation
the geographical position can never be 100% accu-
rate and it is the task of a location service to provide
the current location as precisely as possible. To do
this the location service may use any algorithm that
is able to provide an (id,location)-pair to an inquir-
ing node.
In RLS the algorithm works as follows: A node
querying the geographical position of a certain node
issus a location query packet. The query packet con-
tains the source node’s location and id as well as
the id of the destination node. It is flooded through-
out the network until it reaches said destination node
or its time-to-live (TTL) expires. If the destination
is not reached, RLS assumes unreachability, which
represents one of the following cases:
Network Partitioning If the network is parti-
tioned, with source and destination in different
partitions, the destination can never be reached
by the query and it will eventually expire.
Inactive Node The destination node does not exist
or has (temporarily) been deactivated. Thus it
can never be reached by the query.
Large Distance Source and destination may be far-
ther apart (in hops) than the maximum time-to-
live would account for.
The above cases are indistinguishable for RLS since
error detection is based on a timeout mechanism at
the sending node. Note that network congestion can
have the same impact on RLS as network partition-
ing.
To avoid infinite packet looping and duplication
during flooding, nodes must be kept from forward-
ing queries they have already processed. Therefore
the source node marks all location query packets it
sends with a sequence number that increases with
each attempt of the source node to aquire the desti-
nation node’s locationII. Each forwarding node then
uses a sequence number cache to check if it is per-
mitted to forward this packet by comparing the se-
quence number stored in the query packet to the one
in its cache. If no cache entry exists or the stored se-
quence number is smaller, the node has not sent out
this query before and updates its cache before re-
broadcasting it. A cached sequence number bigger
than the one contained in the packet indicates a du-
plicate or looped packet and the query is discarded.
When a destination node receives a query packet
that carries its id, it creates a location reply packet
that is marked with the querying node’s id and lo-
cation as destination information and carries the re-
sponding node’s id and location as payload. This
reply is sent back to the source by means of the un-
derlying routing protocol (e.g. greedy unicast rout-
ing, flooding, etc.). Reception of a reply packet
at the querying source completes the location dis-
covery cycle. The destination’s location is inserted
into all packets buffered for this destination, and the
packets are sent out.
If unreachability occurs or a reply is lost during its
way back to the source node, a timeout for the data
packet will occur at the source and another location
request cycle will be initiated: The sequence num-
ber is increased by one and a new location query
packet is sent. The justification for this automated
retry scheme is the fact that all unreachability crite-
ria mentioned above are subject to change in mobile
scenarios. Furthermore, the loss of a reply packet
is also indistinguishable from location service-based
unreachability criteria. Thus repeating a location
query increases the chances of a successful location
discovery. On the other hand, there are upper lim-
its on how long a packet may be delayed before it
becomes obsolete and on how much additional load
IITherefore a sequence number is associated with a
(source,destination)-pair.
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the location service should put on the network by it-
self. Therefore, the retry mechanism has an upper
bound at which retries cease and the data packet is
discarded.
2.2 RLS Extensions & Improvements
2.2.1 Flooding Schemes
Flooding defines a simple distribution method for
packets: Each node re-broadcasts all packets it re-
ceives. If we assume that the network is not parti-
tioned, we can state that, if the TTL of the packet is
at least as high as the diameter of the network and no
link layer failures occur, all packets will reach every
node in the network.
This basic flooding approach suffers from a num-
ber of problems, e.g., non-reliability of link layer
broadcasts or the overload of the link layer by the
‘broadcast storm problem’ [2]. In order to help with
the latter, a number of proposals were devised in the
literature (see [4]). Other problems can be addressed
by different modifications to the basic flooding algo-
rithm.
For RLS we considered the following three op-
tions:
Linear Flooding This variant floods a small neigh-
borhood region first, by limiting the packet
TTL value, dmax, to a small number of hops. If
a timeout occurs, dmax is increased by a con-
stant dstep and the query is restarted. When
the destination is not found before dmax reaches
the allowed limit, the destination is labeled un-
reachable.
The biggest drawback that we encountered
with linear flooding was that nodes were eas-
ily able to remain “hidden”III to a source node.
The reason for this is that a node that moves
away from the source can remain in front of the
expanding query wave by moving fast enough
to pass at least dstep hops in the timeout period
needed by the source before it restarts the query
with an increased hop limit.
Exponential Flooding To attenuate the phe-
nomenon of “hidden” nodes, we tested
exponential flooding. This method works like
linear flooding, but instead of increasing dmax
by an additive constant it is multiplied by a
factor. This limits the chance of nodes staying
IIIA hidden node describes a node that is part of the network,
but whose position can not be acquired by a node that queries for
it.
“hidden”, because nodes would have to move
very fast to outrun the “query wave” after the
first few retries.
Binary Flooding In many real-world scenarios
communication is often local, for example at
conferences or during courses on campus. It
therefore makes sense to use a flooding scheme
that distinguishes two types of communication:
near and far communication. We called this
approach, which was inspired by the route-
requests of DSR, binary flooding. The source
node first floods a close range neighborhood
(e.g. one or two hops) to see if near traffic is
intended. If no reply is received, the traffic is
classified as far and dmax is set to the allowed
limit – instead of increasing it gradually.
For the evaluation of RLS we chose binary flood-
ing as the main flooding scheme, and only did mea-
surements with exponential flooding for compari-
son. An in-detail study of exponential flooding is
left for future work.
2.2.2 Caching
Every node forwards queries, replies, and data pack-
ets that all carry location information of their respec-
tive source nodes and maybe even of a destination
node. By evaluating these passing-by packets and by
storing this information in a location cache, a node
can acquire valuable location information of other
nodes for free (i.e. without any extra costs in form
of packet overhead). If a node wants to initiate a
communication, RLS then checks its location cache
first and may be able to answer the location query
of the data packet right away. This saves a location
discovery cycle and reduces packet delay as well as
network traffic.
In addition, it is also possible to evaluate any
other type of passing packets for information that
may be used to fill the local cache.
2.2.3 Cached Replies
A query does not necessarily have to be answered
by the target node itself. A cached-reply strategy al-
lows nodes to answer queries not destined for them,
if they have the required location information avail-
able in their respective location caches. Since every
node gathers location information for its own com-
munications or even from packets that are passing
by (as described in Section 2.2.2), replies might be
generated by nodes much closer to the source than
the intended destination. This reduces latency, but
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might provide the source with less accurate posi-
tions. Another problem of this approach is that it is
likely to produce more than one reply and the source
node has to be able to deal with this fact.
Cached replies may also be used to reduce net-
work load, but would have to be used in conjunction
with a flooding scheme like exponential flooding, as
described in Section 2.2.1, to do so. If the whole
network is flooded no relief in network load can be
achieved due to the fact that the destination node is
likely to be reached anyway and a cached reply does
not prevent the location query from being forwarded
by other nodes.
2.2.4 Radial Flooding
In all standard flooding schemes each node within
radio range that receives a location query packet re-
broadcasts it as soon as it can acquire access to the
wireless medium. This may lead to collisions that
can be reduced by introducing a random backoff at
each node. We extended this approach by adding
a “radial” component, that is supposed to increase
the expansion speed of the query flooding while still
providing the congestion alleviation of a random
backoff. We achieve this by having each node that
receives a query compute its distance to the last hop
node and calculate a backoff time with respect to
this distance by
tbacko f f = tmax ·
(
1−
(
dlast
drrange
)2)
(1)
where tmax is the maximum delay a packet may be
‘backed off’ , dlast is the distance to the last hop node
and drrange equals the nominal radio range. Note that
dlast ≤ drrange.
This assures that the farther away a node is the
sooner it will rebroadcast the query. When we
assume a two-dimensional uniform distribution of
nodes in a circle with a radius equal to the radio
range, the distribution function of distances to the
center of this circle is quadratic. This means that
there are potentially more nodes with high distances
than nodes with low distances.
To keep these nodes from trying to transmit at the
same time, the resulting timer distribution should
distribute uniformly over a certain time interval. The
timer function shown in equation (1) has this prop-
erty (as shown in Appendix A). This means that
the intervals from which the timer values are taken
increase with the distance from the last hop node,
since the number of nodes in a uniformly distributed
scenario also increases with the distance from the
source node.
2.2.5 Rebroadcast Suppression
When each node rebroadcasts queries, there will
be ‘redundan’ packets, i.e., packets that reach lit-
tle or none additional nodesIV but congest the net-
work. This phenomenon is called the broadcast
storm problem and was discussed in [2] where a
way to alleviate this problem through packet sup-
pression has also been presented. Different sup-
pression mechanisms were shown that keep nodes,
which are unlikely to reach additional nodes, from
rebroadcasting packets.
Based on the evaluations of these suppression
mechanisms done in [4] we chose to implement a
combined distance-/counter-based scheme for RLS
to study the effects suppression has on the perfor-
mance of a flooding-based location service. The re-
sults are described in Section 3.
The rebroadcast suppression itself is implemented
as follows: The first time a node receives a location
query packet it checks its distance to the packet’s
last hop node. This distance is then evaluated
against a threshold value, dthres, to decide whether
enough additional area coverage is expected to be
reached to justify a rebroadcast. If so the packet is
scheduled for retransmission after a so called ran-
dom assessment delay (RAD) that needs to be long
enough to receive packets from all nodes within the
radio range. If the expected additional area cover-
age is low, so is the chance for reaching additional
nodes and the packet is discarded. During the RAD
the node may hear the packet again from neighbors
that have rebroadcasted it. Every time this happens,
the node calculates its distance to the source of the
rebroadcast and compares this distance to the one
calculated the last time. The smaller distance of the
two is then checked against the threshold and again
a decision, whether or not the packet should be dis-
carded, is made. However, this time the decision to
rebroadcast only resumes the wait for the end of the
RAD. This method ensures that a node always asso-
ciates itself with the closest (re-)broadcasting neigh-
bor and calculates the smallest expected additional
coverage (EAC) it can achieve. Should the smallest
distance ever fall below the threshold the packet gets
discarded.
In case the node hears the packet more than cmax
times it discards it regardless of any distances, be-
cause it is unlikely any additional nodes will be
reached by its rebroadcast, that have not yet been
reached by one of the previous rebroadcasts or will
IVAn additional node is a node that has never had the packet in
question before.
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be reached by one of the many neighbors. cmax is
chosen according to the results in [2].
2.2.6 Passing-Packet Updates
Another optimization that may be implemented in
RLS is the passing-packet update service, which
checks every packet received by a mobile node for
positional information and updates it, should a query
of the location cache produce more accurate (i.e.
newer) information. The justification for this is that
the closer a packet gets to the destination node the
more likely it is for forwarding nodes to have more
precise location information in their caches due to
beacon and other localized traffic and to the time
that has already passed since the packet was marked
and sent.
3 Evaluation
3.1 Simulation Setup
To evaluate RLS we compared it to two other lo-
cation services, called GLS and OLS. All location
services used GPSR [8] as the underlying greedy
position-based routing strategy. We also compared
the GPSR/RLS combination to DSR [7], which we
chose because it uses a very similar flooding tech-
nique for the route discovery and thus highlights the
differences between position-based and topological
routing in ad-hoc networks. DSR also has the ad-
vantage that it is often mentioned in other papers
dealing with mobile ad-hoc networks and thus our
results become comparable.
GLS is our own implementation of the Grid
Location Service, as it was introduced in [1]. Since
the original authors used a greedy routing scheme
based on two-hop neighborhood and grid-based for-
warding, specific to this location service, while we
pair it with the standard GPSR scheme, it is very
likely that our scheme does not represent the maxi-
mum performance of GLS. However, if we had im-
plemented all optimizations we would not have been
able to extract as much information from the com-
parison of the one-for-oneV scheme used in RLS
with the some-for-someVI approach of GLS as we
could by keeping the differences between the two to
a minimum.
VEach node is the only participant in the network that may
answer queries for his location.
VISome nodes are selected as location servers for some other
nodes and a location query may be answered by any such location
server that holds the required information.
OLS stands for Omniscient Location Service that
is based on the assumption that each node can ac-
quire positional information of any other node in the
network without delay or inaccuracy. Although this
can never be achieved in a real-world implementa-
tion, it is a legit assumption in a simulation environ-
ment and provides an impression of GPSR behavior
and greedy connectivity. OLS behaves like the loca-
tion database used in [8].
simulator ns-2.1b8a
area size 2000 m × 2000 m
number of nodes 100 – 400
mobility model random waypoint
node speed 10, 30 and 50 m/s
Table 1: Simulation Setup
The basic simulation setup can be found in Ta-
ble 1.
The traffic patterns selected 20 node pairs during
a time window of 25 seconds (starting at second 15
and ending at second 40 of the simulation) and send
200 packets per connection from the source node to
the destination node with a rate of 4 packets per sec-
ond. A complete simulation run was 120 seconds
in length. Thus all nodes had at least 50 seconds
to send all of their packets and 30 seconds to finish
routing any packets that were not yet delivered or
dropped. For traffic we used ping packets that were
128 bytes in size at the agent level, i.e., without rout-
ing header overhead. To each ping packet that ar-
rived at the destination an echo packet of the same
size would be sent back to sourceVII. GPSR as well
as location service headers contained all fields nec-
essary for a real-world implementation with appro-
priate field sizes (e.g. 4 byte for the id or 3 byte per
location coordinate). The chosen field sizes match
the default sizes of DSR as much as possible to guar-
antee comparability.
Even though all code was taken from and writ-
ten for the ns-2 version 2.1b8a, we replaced the
MAC 802-11 implementation with a bug-fixed ver-
sion from the ns-2 distribution 2.1b9 in which we,
ourselves, fixed one more bug. The MAC had a data
rate set bandwidth of 2MBit/s and a basic rate set
bandwidth of 1MBit/s.
For the setup of GPSR, please refer to Table 2.
The GLS parameters were chosen to correspond
to those used in [1] as much as possible. We even
set the grid size to 250m, even though we do not use
two-hop neighbor tables.
VIIHowever, no echo packet is sent if a ping packet arrives a
second time; which might happen if packet duplication occurs.
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implementation ported from Brad Karp ([8])
perimeter mode off
beacon piggybacking on
beacon interval 2 secs
Table 2: GPSR parameters
In RLS caching and radial flooding were always
enabled. Cached replies were disabled, because we
considered it unnecessary for the given traffic pat-
terns in conjunction with the use of binary flooding.
The latter, as described in Section 2.2.1, was used
for most simulations, but some results for exponen-
tial flooding are also provided and will be explained
in Section 3.2. We also did simulation runs with
enabled broadcast suppression because even though
the broadcast storm problem is not acute for the
given traffic patterns we wanted to know how much
of an impact suppression would have on delivery
and latency.
Other parameters we used in the RLS configura-
tion can be found in Table 3.
Time-to-live:
Max.Packet TTL 64 hops
Max.Query Distance (dmax) 32 hops
Timeouts:
Query Cycle Timeout 5 secs
Location Cache Timeout 5 secs
Sequence Number Cache Timeout 10 secs
Broadcast Suppression:
Random Assessment Delay (RAD) 0.02 secs
Max.Receive Count (cmax) 4
Distance Threshold (dthres) 45 m
Table 3: RLS Parameter List.
We measured delivery ratio, packet overhead, av-
erage single hop latency and average route lengths.
Delivery ratio is given as the percentage of ping
packets that were successfully delivered to the des-
tination. Since echoes are only sent if a ping packet
precedes it and uses the route build by the ping
packet, we did not include them in the evalua-
tion process. However, one should keep in mind
that echo packets transport information back to the
source node and thus improve the performance of
location based protocols. The packet overhead
denotes the average amount of kilobytes of rout-
ing protocol packets that were sent or forwarded
throughout a simulation on the network layer level.
This means it represents the mere routing protocol
overhead and not the kilobytes consumed by the
ping and echo packets.
What we call the average single hop latency rep-
resents the total delay of a delivered ping packet
from the source to the destination, normalized by
the number of hops it has taken. Thus it includes the
delay of the route set-up phase, which is an order of
magnitude higher than normal network layer hop-to-
hop delays. The reason for this definition is that it
enables us to measure the quality of the route set-up
and the importance of keeping intact routes in mo-
bile scenarios, because any route break results in ad-
ditional set-up phases that increase this value. Since
the average single hop latency heavily depends on
the amount of delivered packets as well as the num-
ber of taken hops, we also measured the average
route lengths and will use them as well as the de-
livery ratio to interpret the single hop latency graphs
in Section 3.2.
3.2 Results
Figure 1 shows the average delivery ratios of all
evaluated routing schemes (i.e. all combinations of
GPSR with a location service, as well as DSR).
As can be seen in Figure 1, DSR has an advan-
tage of approximately 20% in the 100 nodes sce-
nario with 10 m/s movement speed while its per-
formance rapidly decreases for denser networks and
higher movement speeds. In fact the 100 nodes 10
m/s case is the only one where DSR is not outper-
formed by GPSR/RLS. In scenarios with a lower
mobility, routes found by DSR tend to be stable for
quite some time, if not even for a whole connec-
tion. As movement speed rises routes break often,
because the topological neighbors move away. This
forces DSR to discover new routes, thereby increas-
ing the load on the network. Since the main reason
for low delivery rates is a congested network (as can
be seen by correlating Figure 1 to Figure 2), high
load beats down DSR’s performance in high move-
ment scenarios to delivery ratios of only 14-50%.
But DSR also has a problem to scale well with rising
node densities, which, again, is due to network con-
gestion. This time the congestion is generated by the
route request packets, because they increase in size
while being flooded in the network and thus can get
very large. Since all nodes participate in the flood-
ing process, this means that many nodes in a close
range try to forward these large route requests, when
the node density rises, thus producing high stress for
the wireless medium very fast, which may rapidly
exceed its capacity.
RLS combined with greedy position-based rout-
ing does better for both of these problems that limit
the scalability and achieves delivery ratios of 90+%
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in all cases except for 100 nodes scenarios. Position-
based routing schemes – in comparison with the
source-routing approach – profit from high move-
ment speeds because changing topology not only
breaks routes on a regular basis, but also creates new
ones. Since this type of routing scheme also does
not care which neighbor forwards a packet as long
as it progresses in the right direction, new routes are
used more flexible than in DSR, thus saving discov-
ery overhead. Dense networks do not pose a prob-
lem either, because position-based routing selects
one neighbor to forward a packet, regardless to how
many neighbors a node has. Finally RLS, while us-
ing a flooding scheme, only floods small constant
sized packets that do not stress the wireless medium
as much as DSR’s route requests do.
However, the reason, why GPSR/RLS does not
beat DSR in the 100 nodes scenario with move-
ment speeds of maximal 10 m/s and only achieves
60-75% delivery ratio in 100 nodes scenarios
with higher movement speeds, is also the greedy
position-based routing scheme of GPSR. To suc-
cessfully route a packet, GPSR needs greedy con-
nectivity. Greedy connectivity denotes the subset of
total connectivityVIII that represents all nodes reach-
able from a given source node by use of a greedy
heuristic. Since the greedy heuristic might get stuck
in local maxima, it can fail to state connectivity even
if, in fact, it exists. In scarce scenarios, like 100
nodes in a 4 km2 square, greedy connectivity is rela-
tively small and many holesIX exist that keep a sim-
ple greedy routing mechanism from successful de-
livery. Figure 1(d) demonstrates this by showing the
delivery ratio that a greedy forwarding strategy can
achieve if it has perfect location information at its
disposal. This also means that a recovery scheme,
like the perimeter mode for GPSR, presented in [8],
would improve the rates for GPSR/RLS.
When compared to GPSR/GLS we see that GLS
behaves similar to RLS (or OLS, which can be seen
as a reference), with the exception of a slight de-
crease for 100 nodes at 10 m/s and a decline in per-
formance for dense high speed scenarios. The first
is mostly due to greedy connectivity; only in GLS
the effect is magnified because location queries are
also sent as unicast packets by means of greedy for-
warding. The reason for its weakness in dense high
speed scenarios is the fact that in GLS each node
needs to send so called position update packets to
VIIITotal connectivity is defined by the output of shortest-path
algorithms such as Dijkstra or Floyd-Warshall.
IXA hole is an area of at least the radio range in diameter, that
is without any nodes and thus two bordering nodes at opposite
sides of this hole are unable to communicate.
all nodes that can be queried for its position (its lo-
cation servers). If nodes move at high speed the fre-
quency of these updates rises and in dense scenarios
many nodes try to send them at the same time, thus
congesting the network. For a closer look at GLS
the reader is referred to [10].
We also included a comparison of RLS with bi-
nary flooding to RLS with exponential flooding
(Figures 1(a) and 1(e)), because it shows that try-
ing to reduce the overall network load by keeping
query floods in as small a subset of the network as
possible, can be quite harmful if the communica-
tion patterns have no preference for localized traffic.
The multiplication in query sends creates an up to
20 times higher load that soon exceeds the capacity
of the wireless medium (as can be seen in compar-
ison of Figures 2(a) and 2(e)). It remains as future
work to evaluate how RLS with exponential flooding
behaves if used in extremely large scenariosX with
localized traffic patterns. The impact of broadcast
suppression also remains to be studied.
Figure 2(d) depicts the amount of traffic gener-
ated by GPSR beaconing, which is not related to the
speed with which nodes move but only to the num-
ber of nodes that periodically generate them.
All other graphs of Figure 2 show the same ba-
sic behavior, i.e., an increase in packet overhead
for denser and very mobile scenarios, on different
scales. Correlated to the delivery ratios in Figure 1
we see that a routing scheme only achieves good ra-
tios as long as its protocol overhead does not con-
gest the network. Achieving scalability is therefore
a matter of keeping the overhead low in the targeted
application area. All GPSR based routing schemes
have an overhead of 90-450 kB per simulation run
in the scenarios we chose as application area, which
is well below the network capacity. Thus the loca-
tion service has to be the focus of the design atten-
tion. RLS with binary flooding never exceeds 1600
kB per simulation run and outperforms GLS as well
as DSR. But RLS with exponential flooding shows
that RLS is only as effective as its flooding strat-
egy. GLS, though unoptimized, does not seem to
be suited for fast moving scenarios and DSR seems
best suited for small and slow scenarios.
The graphs depicted in Figure 3 show the aver-
age single hop latency, i.e., the average amount of
time a ping packet needs to get from one node to the
next on its route to the destination. Only pings that
arrive at the destination were used for these graphs
and thus the values may misrepresent the average
XExtremely large scenarios emphasize the definition of local-
ization, because more disjoint small areas may exist in which
nodes have to communicate in a multi-hop fashion.
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for (node number, movement speed)-pairs in those
cases that the delivery ratio is quite low. For exam-
ple DSR delivers only 14% of the ping packets in
the 400 nodes scenario when nodes move at 50 m/s.
This influences the single hop latency, because those
pings that are delivered also tend to be very close to
the source (according to Figure 4(b) delivered ping
packets have only taken about 3 hops for the DSR
case we just mentioned).
RLS achieves single hop latencies of 0.01-0.5
seconds, with the best (i.e. smallest) delays in net-
works that are moderately populated and moving
at moderate speeds. These delays are only two to
three times higher than those of pure greedy rout-
ing, which is due to the fact that the small query
packets need at least one shortest roundtrip time to
find the destination and get the information back to
the source. However, Figure 3(e) shows that delays
can only be kept small as long as the network is not
congested, in which case single hop latency gets un-
acceptably high. The same is true for GLS and DSR.
One thing that is noteworthy and can be observed
in all greedy routing based location services, except
for OLS, is the fact that single hop latency is low-
est for scenarios with 200 nodes instead of scenarios
with 100 nodes. For DSR this effect is less notica-
ble. While analyzing this phenomenon we observed
that it is based on lack of connectivity. All location
services, except for OLS, which delivers location in-
formation whether the queried node is reachable or
not, need to reach the destination or a location server
with a query and use timeouts to retry, if no answer
is received. In scarce scenarios nodes may temporar-
ily not be reachable because of network partitioning.
This introduces a delay that can not be avoided by
any routing scheme or location service. In scarce
scenarios this temporary partitioning occurs more
frequently and lasts longer, thus producing higher
delays for packets. Since DSR makes use of total
connectivity it suffers less from this phenomenon
than GPSR, which considers the network partitioned
more often due to usage of greedy connectivity.
To illustrate this we provided the single hop la-
tency spectra for the 100 nodes scenario in Figure 5
for RLS and DSR. It is easy to see that while the ma-
jority of packets has very low latencies some pack-
ets have latencies that are many orders of magni-
tude higher and influence the average. We also see
that greedy worst case latency is roughly twice the
size of the worst case latency for DSR. We should
also note that the default packet retention time of
30 seconds in DSR, which we adapted in GPSR
for comparability, is quite unrealistic for real world
scenarios where packets this old would probably be
dropped. With 200 nodes in a 4 km2 square, den-
sity has improved enough for greedy connectivity to
be very close to total connectivity which causes the
drop in average single hop latency. The following
increase thereof is then due to network load and rep-
resents the delay acquired in the MAC 802-11 layer
during the network traversal.
To better understand the single hop latency one
should also take a look at Figure 4, which depicts
the average route length in hops that ping packets
have taken to the destination. Three things are worth
mentioning about this:
1. RLS has a nearly constant route length of 4-5
hops and thus stays close to the greedy route
length determined by the OLS.
2. Route length decreases with the delivery ratio
for all schemes, because the amount of reached,
far away destinations decreases, since longer
routes are harder to maintain.
3. Conversely we see that DSR has route lengths
of 5-7 hops in scarce, slow-moving scenarios,
which represent connectivity that is not greedy
connectivity (e.g. complicated routes) and can
not be found by the simple greedy routing we
use.
Finally we evaluated RLS with activated broad-
cast suppression and found that the values were
nearly identical to those without suppression and the
deviations could not be told apart from the variations
of multiple simulation runs. This leads us to the con-
clusion that broadcast suppression, while not needed
in connection patterns that do not lead to the broad-
cast storm problem (like the ones we used), does not
show any negative effect in scenarios with light traf-
fic. However, its use in high load scenarios remains
to be tested. For detailed results on broadcast sup-
pression, see Figure 6.
4 Conclusions
In this report, we proposed a flooding-based location
service similar to DSR’s route request method called
Reactive Location Service. In addition to that, we
presented extensive simulation results comparing
Location Based Routing with RLS to DSR which
is a topology based routing scheme and to Location
Based Routing using a different, more scalable Lo-
cation Service called GLS. We basically show the
simulation results of these methods under different
node density / mobility conditions.
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As a result we show that Location Based Rout-
ing performs better for high density / high mobility
conditions than DSR. Hence, we confirm the work
in [8], but without the omniscient location knowl-
edge the simulator can provide. In addition we
showed that available bandwidth puts serious limita-
tions on “more scalable” location services like GLS
(also under the assumption of high node density /
mobility).
5 Future Work
Future work includes a detailed study of RLS’ be-
havior in high load scenarios as well as extremely
large scenarios. It is especially interesting to see
how optimizations like rebroadcast suppression and
cached replies could be used and combined to in-
crease the application area of RLS. For scenar-
ios in which the broadcast storm problem occurs it
would also be interesting to test the impact of differ-
ent suppression mechanisms. Furthermore, a com-
parison of binary flooding to exponential flooding
could reveal whether binary flooding is always bet-
ter or if scenarios exist in which exponential flood-
ing (maybe combined with cached replies and/or re-
broadcast suppression) proves to be more suited.
A Distribution of Backoff Timer
Let X be a two-dimensional vector, that denotes a
point in a circle with radius drrange, chosen randomly
from the set of all points uniformly distributed in the
area enclosed by said circle. Furthermore, let D =
dlast/drrange be the normalized, euclidean distance
of X to the center of the circle with radius drrange.
Then
FD(d) = P(D ≤ d) =

0 d < 0
d2 d ∈ [0;1]
1 d > 1
(2)
is the quadratic distribution function of D.
By applying the conversion function g(D) with
g(d) = d2 d ∈ [0;1] (3)
we can transform D into a new random variable U
that, according to the prove in [3], is uniformly dis-
tributed over [0;1].
Thus, the backoff timer function
tbacko f f = Tmax ·
(
1−
(
dlast
drrange
)2)
(4)
is uniformly distributed over [0;Tmax] with the small-
est backoff times for the largest values of dlast . This
means that the nodes farthest away from the center
of the circle have the smallest backoff period.
B Evaluation Statistics
The graphs, reflecting the evaluation results, can be
found on the appropriate pages listed in the table be-
low.
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Figure 1: Ping Delivery Ratios for DSR and GPSR with different Location Services.
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Figure 2: Packet Overhead for DSR and GPSR with different Location Services.
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Figure 3: Single Hop Latency for DSR and GPSR with different Location Services.
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Figure 4: Average Route Length for DSR and GPSR with different Location Services.
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(d) DSR 100 Nodes 30 m/s
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Figure 5: Single Hop Spectra for DSR and GPSR/RLS in a 100 nodes 10 m/s scenario (9 run average).
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Figure 6: Evaluation Graphs for GPSR/RLS with Rebroadcast Suppression.
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